
TEO WZS Committee – Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
August 3, 2010 - Arden Hills Training Center 

 
CO Members:  Outstate Members: Metro Members: Guests: 
X - Ken Johnson       TRAFFIC 
X - Marv Sohlo 
X - Ted Ulven 
X - John Benson 
    - Craig Mittelstadt   CONST. 
X - Leigh Kriewall  
X - Ken Nelson           MAINT. 
 

    - Jim Miles             D-1 
X - Sarah Sondag 
    - Todd Larson        D-2 
    - Kevin Schmidt     D-3 
X - Oliver Kendal      D-4 
    - Jeff Rieder           D-6 
X - Ken Wenkel         D-7 
X - Scott Thompson   
X - Jeff Knofczynski  D-8 

X – Tiffany Dagon   TRAFFIC 
X - Mike Engh 
X - Kevin Farraher 
X - Sue Lorentz         MAINT 
    - Sheila Johnson 
    - John McClellan   RTMC 
 

 

 
 
NEW DISCUSSION TOPICS: 
 
TPAR Pay Items and Boilerplate: 
The committee discussed the two versions of TPAR Boilerplate special provisions and related issues regarding 
pay item(s) for TPAR related work.   Issues to be addressed: 

1. Are all pedestrian related items considered to be TPAR? 
2. Does TPAR include other non-motorized transport such as bicycles routes?      
3. If TPAR will be a separate lump sum item, should the tab listing be separated from TTC? 
4. Should the TPAR plan be separate from the TTC plan? 
5. Should ALL projects have a TPAR plan and provisions? 

This is an ongoing process to develop the TPAR best practices and standard procedure to handle the issues 
during construction and insure that our designers, inspectors, and contractors understand the needs of the 
pedestrians. The TEOWZS committee with PCMG, CMG and other groups will be developing Best Practices 
for TPAR development and guidance will be added to the Field Manual.   
ACTION ITEM:  Continued progress on the integration of TPAR provisions into Mn/DOT standards.       
 
Traffic Management Plan (TMP) Class 
FHWA has a new course which familiarizes state DOT staff on the development of TMPs.  Marv took the 
course while it was being given to designers and traffic staff from Iowa and Illinois DOTs.  He felt the course 
had a lot of information that our District personnel should learn about TMPs.  TMPs are required for every 
project and only vary in complexity depending upon the size, duration, type and location of the project.   
ACTION ITEM: Ken Johnson will be working with our local FHWA office to determine who should attend 
and when a class could be arranged for Mn/DOT staff. 
 
Inner Tube Sand Bags 
Duluth District maintenance workers requested that a previously used ballast design be considered for use to 
replace sandbags.  The design uses portions of truck inner-tubes filled with sand and sealed with metal plates 
and/or other twist-tie methods.  A photo was reviewed and the committee discussed the pros & cons of the 
‘sandbag’ design.  While it was agreed that the ‘sandbag’ would be more durable as wanted by the crew, it was 
determined that Mn/DOT could not allow this to be used without crash-testing, which is financially impractical.  
Without tests proving contrary, it was assumed that bags could become non-breaking projectiles when signs or 
barricades are hit.  Also since these will take much longer to bio-degrade, they are much more hazardous if 
forgotten on the right-of-way and stuck by other equipment such as our mowers.  The committee determined 
that the design should not be given anymore consideration and the district should research various brands of the 
typically used sandbags for durability if moisture/rot has been a problem.   No Action Item 
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Type III Barricades – 4 foot width 
Duluth District maintenance workers requested that a 4 foot wide design of Type III barricades be considered. 
Mn/DOT has not tested a 4 foot wide TYPE III and could not find a WZ Letter for that size built with aluminum 
panels as Minnesota uses.  John Benson contacted (via email) the FHWA and requested a desk-review on the 
Minnesota design (WZ-55) with a modification to 4 feet in width and the posts only 3 feet apart (no change to 
the legs).  Nick Artimovich (FHWA) gave the approval to utilize our standard Type III design with the 
modifications to a 4 foot width.   
The committee discussed the usage of 4 foot Type III’s on construction projects and it was determined that the 
tab sheets should already specify 6 foot minimum width for the Type III’s as a common standard for Mn/DOT 
projects, and that should remain the common practice.  However, the narrower barricades may be allowed for 
many uses on our projects without a problem, but the total number of devices may need to be increased for 
some purposes such as full roadway closures.  
ACTION ITEM:  John Benson will develop the design sheet for the new barricade size and we will add it to 
the website at: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/workzone/common/350/350MNapprovedbarricades.pdf 
   
Drum & Weighted Channelized Sheeting 
The standard sheeting type for drums and weighted channelizers has been changed from ASTM Type VII to 
Type IV for usage on Mn/DOT projects. While the change in Types allowed a new manufacturer to qualify for 
the APL (Reflexite), it opened up a question on whether the ASTM spec for fluorescence was appropriate for 
our standard or the FHWA spec.  Reflexite drum sheeting was placed upon Provisional Approval until we can 
determine which spec is required and whether the products on our list meet the spec.  Meanwhile, several 
thousand drums with Reflexite sheeting have been purchased and are being used on our projects, and a halt to 
further purchases has been made until the product is tested and approved. 
ACTION ITEM:  Ken Johnson will inform the districts on the progress of the sheeting review and the final 
decision on which spec will be used and which products meet the spec.  It is assumed that the current drums in 
use on our projects (purchased prior to July 2010) will be able to be utilized for their useful life regardless of the 
decision.   
 
Late Merge Awareness – Zipper Campaign 
The committee discussed the usage of the late merge and its apparent successful usage.  Although Duluth’s I-35 
project has a Dynamic Late Merge currently working, it was noted that most late merge operations are generally 
deployed without detection and have been using static signage for the merge operation.   The public is 
becoming aware of the late merge and heated debates on the radio, in the newspaper, and on TV have been 
popping up this construction season. 
The committee agreed that Mn/DOT should be developing an educational campaign for the “Zipper Method”.  
ACTION ITEM:  Ken Johnson will confer with Sue Groth on what OTST can do to push this campaign and 
will work with the Office of Communications to pursue such a public awareness campaign.  
 
 
PREVIOUS DISCUSSION TOPICS – Action Item Updates: 
 
 
TPAR Requirements for Work Zones 
A subcommittee planned a 2 day workshop and device demo.  The event was held on June 23 & 24th, at the St 
Paul U of M CECC building. The goals of the workshop include the documentation of available resources and 
products, in the category of “Temporary Pedestrian Access Route Devices” (TPAR) such as Pedestrian 
Information, Positive Guidance, Pedestrian Protection and Surface Improvement, and establishing specifications 
for determining “product approval”  
ACTION ITEM: The subcommittee will review the TPAR Focus Group Report and TPAR Workshop 
Summary Report and distribute the information when ready.   
 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/workzone/common/350/350MNapprovedbarricades.pdf
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MnMUTCD Review Progress Report: 
At this time, the committee has met 11 times and covered Chapters A thru E and 60+ % of F.  The updated files 
are online as they are reviewed.   The MCUTCD has reviewed and approved changes thru Part 6D. 
The committee will continue to meet on a regular basis until Part 6 is ready for printing in November 2010. 
ACTION ITEM:  Ken Johnson will schedule routine “PART 6 Meetings” (weekly or bi-weekly) for the 
committee to ONLY review portions of Part 6.  These 2 hour meetings will be via Adobe Connect or other 
teleconference means to eliminate travel time.  Committee members in the Metro area may wish to meet in one 
location (to be determined).  
ACTION ITEM: Marv Sohlo will conduct a meeting with the Field Manual instructors to gather issues that 
need updates, corrections or changes for the next version.  These changes will be summarized and presented to 
the TEOWZS committee for approval before presentation to the MCUTCD.  
  
Longitudinal Barrier “Length of Need” Determination 
A NHI Course titled “Design, Construction, and Maintenance of Highway Safety Features & Appurtenances” 
raised discussions about the terminology “length of need” as used when determining barrier (guardrail) length 
vs. the number reported as “length of need” for NCHRP crash testing results.  
ACTION ITEM:  Ted Ulven will work with others from the committee to document usable barrier “minimum 
lengths” for barriers on the Mn/DOT APL.  A guideline will be developed to assist designers in determining the 
length of barrier needed for their project.   Other characteristics may also be documented which could aid in the 
selection of barrier. 
UPDATE:  No action reported at this time. 
 
 
ROUND-ROBIN DISCUSSION TOPICS: 
 
 
TTC Standards within Closed Roadways 
D-7, Ken Wenkel, asked for guidance on the enforcement of typical work zone standards within roadway 
sections ‘closed completely’ vs. ‘closed to thru traffic’.  It was agreed that roads open to local traffic must 
adhere to ALL typical standards such as drop-off standards, signing (temporary or permanent) and pavement 
markings.  On roadways completely closed to traffic it was agreed that many different scenarios are possible to 
generalize where standards may be compromised, but it was assumed that at a minimum all hazards should be 
minimized and marked.  This would include construction areas where the pavement is gone but a non-
construction vehicle could still possibly errantly enter the area.  It was pointed out that neither the manuals nor 
the project provisions address this policy.   
ACTION ITEM: The committee determined that the standard documents should be searched for this policy 
and if not found, then action should be taken to include this into our normal project standards.  Ted Ulven will 
research the existing documents, and barring its presence, the committee will pursue the addition of the policy 
into an appropriate document or manual.    
 
TMA Crashes in Mobile Lane Closures – Restrictions in D-2 
Several TMA crashes were reported to the committee.  Although discussions regarding the crashes revolved 
around the performance of the TMAs and the pros & cons of various brands of TMAs, the primary message was 
that even with larger than “typical” vehicles hitting the TMA, the TMA improperly installed, or the TMA’s 
welds failing, ALL the passengers of the vehicles involved sustained only minor injuries… TMAs worked.   
Meanwhile, due to increased crashes in District 2 while conducting left-lane mobile closures, the district has 
decided to stop using mobile lane closures in the left lane on TH 2 (all multi-lanes in D-2?).    
ACTION ITEM: This action will be reviewed by the committee and compared to historical problems or issues 
statewide.  Consideration will be given to providing additional guidance in the Field Manual for all mobile 
operations.    
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Lane Shift Signing 
Sue Lorentz discussed the apparent “dropping” of the usage of ‘down-arrows’ on drums within lane shift areas 
(as per Layout 6K-56).  She says she rarely sees them being used.  The committee checked the long-term 
layouts and templates and noted that the down-arrows are not shown except in the Field Manual.   
ACTION ITEM:  The committee will address the usage of the arrows when the Field Manual is reviewed for 
the 2011 reprinting. 
 
Vehicle Lighting Policy – Clarification Needed 
Sue Lorentz asked for a policy clarification on when a vehicle’s strobe/beacon is required to be turned on.  It 
was agreed that the beacon is needed while entering and exiting a work zone and while moving within a work 
zone, but opinions varied upon the need depending upon where a vehicle was parked within a work zone area.   
The Field Manual states:  “All vehicles within in a mobile TTC operation, working within 15 feet of a 
stationary TTC zone lane closure, or entering/exiting a stationary TTC zone shall have an approved operating 
vehicle warning light(s). The light(s) shall be used for both day and nighttime operations. The light(s) shall be 
operating and visible when a vehicle decelerates to enter a TTC zone and again when a vehicle leaves the TTC 
zone and enters the traveled traffic lane.” 
The location of the vehicle appears to be the key, but the 15 ft distance is ambiguous in the statement (15 feet 
measured from what? – an open lane, the fog line, the shoulder, etc?).  It is assumed that the meaning is 15 feet 
from an open traffic lane, but other interpretations have been made.   Also, some guidelines have been made to 
turn off beacons on some vehicles within this distance when the beacons interfere with other warning lights or 
cause a distraction to drivers (such as at night). 
ACTION ITEM: The issue will be researched and the Field Manual language will be modified to clarify the 
intent of the policy. 
 
 
Next Regular Meeting:  November 2nd, 2010, at Arden Hill Training Center Rm 11.   


